
ROUTE 3// Barbastro, El Pueyo Monastery and Olvena

This route leads to Barbastro, the main town of the eastern part of the Upper Aragon region. This locality 
will surprise you with its interesting old town filled with its valuable historical legacy and an equally 
appealing cultural offering. The visit continues on towards the beautiful and historic locality of Alquézar, 
to finish at the astonishing Olvena Gorge, where ingenuity, art and nature come together on more than 
one occasion. 

DAY 1

Barbastro

Cathedral of the Asunción (16th century)

In the centre of the capital of the Somontano de Barbastro district stands the Cathedral of La Asunción. This monumental 

Renaissance edifice was built between 1517-1533 on the site of the former Moorish city’s main mosque.

The cathedral has a hall church layout, with three naves of the same height that create an open and balanced space. The 

naves are covered by fan vaulting. The ribs of the vaults rest on piers with pilaster strips attached, creating a spectacular 

palm tree effect.

The 17th century saw the church enriched with new chapels, the most striking being the two Baroque chapels at the 

foot of the nave. 

North of the chancel is the free-standing bell tower. The fact that it is not connected to the body of the cathedral could 

be the result of the architects reusing the minaret of the 10th century mosque that was replaced.

Worthy of note in the interior is the magnificent altar piece presiding over the high altar. The predella or plinth is the 

work of the renowned Valencian sculptor Damián Forment; the rest, made from carved and polychrome wood to imitate 

alabaster, is the work of two of his apprentices.

Visiting hours and admission fee:

Tuesday to Saturday – 10.30am to 1.30pm and 4.30pm to 7pm.

€2.50 cathedral only / €5 cathedral + Diocesan Museum (guided tour included).

More information:

Barbastro-Monzón Diocesan Museum

Interesting site:

www.turismobarbastro.org

www.somontano.org



Barbastro-Monzón Diocesan Museum

The Bishop’s Palace, now housing the Diocesan Museum, stands next to the cathedral. In order to provide the bishops of 

the diocese with a residence, the municipal authorities purchased the block where the palace is located and refurbished 

the dwellings on it between 1598 and 1600. The current façade is the result of remodelling that took place in the 19th 

century.

The museum has been completely redeveloped after the works for its enlargement and remodelling that concluded in 

December 2010. The collection it houses, pieces brought from the many churches and chapels belonging to the diocese, 

and the actual cathedral, offers a complete overview of religious art from the early years of the Romanesque period to 

the height of the Baroque.

Paintings, carved images, work in precious metals and reliquaries, among many others, turn a visit to this museum into 

a fascinating journey through the history, art, society and religion of this part of Aragon.

Among the most significant pieces are the 12th-century bishop’s mitre from the Monastery of San Victorián and the 

magnificent Gothic panels painted by the Master of Vielha.

Visiting hours and admission fee:

Tuesday to Saturday 10am to 1pm.afternoon 

evening: 4pm to 7pm 1 October – 31 May / 5pm to 8pm 1 June – 30 September.

Sundays – 11am to 2pm.

CLOSED: Mondays, 1 and 6 January, Good Friday, 1 May, 4 and 8 September, 8 and 25 December.

Open only between 10am and 1pm on 24 and 31 December.

General museum admission: €4

Reduced museum admission: €2.50. Consult about additional discounts.

Cathedral and museum: €5

Cathedral: €2.50

Guided tours at 11.30am and 5.30pm, included in admission fee.

Interesting site:

www.turismobarbastro.org

www.somontano.org

Plaza del Mercado

This is one of the busiest and most animated spaces in the city of Barbastro. Located in the heart of the locality, the Plaza 

del Mercado or market square has always brought together a large number of traders and market gardeners. It has the 

traditional appearance of an Aragonese porticoed square, with a large number of colonnades that make buying and 

selling here more comfortable.

No important civil buildings overlook the square, but there are a number of others that are quite unique. This is the case 

of the Chapel of Santa Ana (16th-19th centuries), which is located next to the former almudí or grain warehouse and 

maintained by the businesses in the area. Special mention should be given to the buildings known as Casa Calonge 

and Almacenes San Pedro, which are buildings in the local version of the Art Nouveau style known as modernismo and 

dating from the 1920s. Finally, there is the Entrearcos Cultural Centre, a building dating from 1975 constructed over the 

site of the house where Saint José María Escriva de Balaguer was born, and which recreates the traditional layout of an 

Aragonese Renaissance palace.



Interesting site:

www.turismobarbastro.org

www.somontano.org

Church of San Francisco (16th-17th centuries) / Fountains / Oil press

The Convent of San Francisco was built between the 13th and 14th centuries on the left bank of the River Vero, in an area 

known as Arrabal. The layout of the cloister and walls of the old convent can still be made out, despite being converted 

into private dwellings.

The medieval church was remodelled in the 16th and 17th centuries, and its broad nave was covered with fan vaulting 

of extraordinary beauty. New chapels were added in the 17th century, with the Claramunt Family chapel of particular 

note owing to its mural paintings and beautiful tiles from Muel, in the province of Zaragoza, covering the lower part of 

the walls.

The church has a simple and open feel resulting from its single nave of great hight, with chapels located between the 

buttresses, and finishes in a polygonal apse. 

This is the most important church in Barbastro after the cathedral.

There are three fountains located in the vicinity of the church:

the San Francisco Fountain, which was built in the 16th century in a purely Renaissance style and crowned by Barbastro’s 

coat of arms carved in stone.

El Vivero Fountain, which dates from the 19th century and makes mention of the First Spanish Republic.

the Azud Fountain is the oldest of the three and dates from the 15th century. Despite recent restoration work, a great 

deal of the Gothic tracery decorating it has been lost.

To complete this visit, we approach the San Francisco Bridge to observe an old olive oil press that was brought here 

from Puy de Cinca and dates from the early 19th century. Its operation was animal-driven and it is comprised of large 

millstones.

Interesting site:

www.turismobarbastro.org

www.somontano.org

Argensola Palace

This beautiful Renaissance building is located in a street which shares its name: Calle Argensola. It is a large palace that 

was the birthplace of some of the most illustrious natives of Barbastro, such as the Argensola Brothers, important clas-

sical poets from the 16th and 17th centuries, and General Ricardos, one of the greatest European military figures from 

the 18th century.

The façade of the building presents the traditional three-storey design of Aragonese Renaissance-style palaces. The 

zaguán or entrance vestibule is preserved, with its high ceilings and wide doors that allowed the entry of carriages. The 

façade of the piano nobile or main floor features an elegant alternating succession of attractive wrought iron balconies 

and large trabeated windows. But it is on the uppermost level where the most splendid part of the building is found: the 

great wooden eaves with their profuse embellishment of meticulously carved plant motifs.

Opening hours: Monday to Friday – 6pm to 8pm. / +34 974 312 254

Saturdays – 7pm to 9pm. Closed on Sundays and public holidays. 

It currently houses: / Municipal Library / Exhibition Space / Cultural Centre



Interesting site:

www.turismobarbastro.org

www.somontano.org

San Julián & Santa Lucía Complex

This monumental complex is located in the southern part of the city of Barbastro, next to the bullring and the cemetery. 

It comprises the 16th-century Church of San Julián and the south building of the former Hospital of San Julián y Santa 

Lucía, dating from the 19th century.

This series of buildings served the role of providing assistance to the ill and indigent people of the area. Before the exis-

tence of the hospital here, it was located at what would later become the Convent of the Capuchin Poor Clares in the 

Entremuro neighbourhood, later taking over the old Chapel of San Julián, once the site of a mosque, in the 16th century.

The church has a small nave with fan vaulting and a chancel with rib vaulting. The exterior features thick buttresses and 

a continuous arcade with pointed arches under the eaves. The south building of the hospital was built in the mid 19th 

century. 

The San Julián & Santa Lucía Complex currently houses the city’s Tourist Information Centre and the Somontano de 

Barbastro Interpretive Centre, which offers an attractive presentation of the district’s tourist facilities, culture and natural 

spaces. The former hospital has now become the Wine Space, an interesting opportunity to become familiar with the 

wine-growing activities of the area.

The bullring is located nearby. Today it contains an interesting Museum of Bullfighting, which houses and excellent co-

llection of posters from the bullfighting events held in Barbastro and other related objects of interest.

More information:

Somontano de Barbastro Interpretive Centre

Wine Space

Museum of Bullfighting

Interesting site:

www.turismobarbastro.org

www.somontano.org

Monastery of Nuestra Señora de El Pueyo

This elegant monastery stands on a solitary hill only three kilometres from Barbastro on the road to Huesca. From here 

one can enjoy a magnificent 360º panoramic view over the lands of the Somontano de Barbastro district, the Pyrenees 

and the broad Monegros plains.

According to legend, this is the place where the Virgin Mary appeared over an almond tree to a shepherd in 1101 and 

told him to build a church in her honour on that spot. The existing church was built in the 14th century, although it was 

remodelled many times over the following centuries. It is laid out as a single nave divided into five sections separated by 

thick pointed arches. The church is presided by a magnificent statue of the Virgin, a replica of the Gothic image from the 

15th century that was lost during the Spanish Civil War.

Other elements of interest are the side chapel where there is a recumbent image of Saint Balandrán, the shepherd from 

the legend that led to the monastery’s foundation, and the Lady Chapel, located behind the chancel and decorated with 

paintings by Diego Gutiérrez, a contemporary of Bayeu and Goya.

Visiting hours:

Every day – 10am to 12.30pm and 4.30pm to 7.30pm. / +34 974 308 350



Interesting site:

www.turismobarbastro.org

www.somontano.org

DAY 2

Alquézar

Located at the very heart of the Sierra de Guara mountains, on an exceptional site on the banks of the River Vero, Alqué-

zar is one of the most significant localities in the history of the Upper Aragon region. Its name is derived from the Arabic 

al-qasr or fortress, in reference to the important castle built by the Moors in the 9th century. 

The historic quarter of Alquézar lies at the foot of the collegiate church. Our visit begins at the old Gothic-style gate that 

leads into the historic precinct. The old main street, Calle Mayor, leads to the Plaza Mayor or main square. But before we 

arrive, there are many appealing laneways that open onto our route, some passing through tunnels known as “callizos” 

over which rooms were built belonging to the adjacent houses. A little before arriving at the square, there is a stop at the 

Renaissance Chapel of la Virgen de las Nieves.

The Plaza Mayor is a pretty porticoed space enlivened by the unusual architectural designs of the colonnades of each of 

the houses lining the square.

We continue along Calle de la Iglesia to the fortified precinct, not without taking a detour along a path leading to the 

Monchirigüel Fountain, where splendid views can be enjoyed. Returning to the main street, we soon reach the imposing 

walls dating from the 11th to the 17th century that protect the collegiate church

After a leisurely visit to the church, we leave the walled precinct and return to the starting point, this time taking the 

street called Calle Baja. Before finishing our visit, we will stop at the Casa Fabián Ethnological Museum, an example of 

a traditional dwelling in the Somontano de Barbastro district.

More information:

Casa Fabián Ethnological Museum

Interesting site:

www.alquezar.org

www.somontano.org

Castle

The origins of this Moorish fortress date back to the 9th century, when it was built under the orders of Jalaf ibn Rasid as a 

defensive measure against the Christian presence in the nearby County of Sobrarbe. However, the castle fell to Christian 

troops under Aragonese King Sancho Ramírez in 1064, which allowed the area protected by its walls to be repopulated.

The only thing left of the original fortress is its site. That castle had thick walls and only one entrance, which Sancho Rá-

mirez protected by building a free-standing albarrana tower outside the walled precinct. The fortifications were enlarged 

in the 15th and 16th centuries with the addition of sections of battlement walls and a gate emblazoned with a coat of 

arms. On the highest part of the site is a tower built in the 16th century, extended upwards a century later, then turned 

into an exconjuradero or structure used for rites to ward off storms. Beside this tower are the ruins of the Romanesque 

Chapel of Santa Margarita.

More information:

www.alquezar.org / mail: otalquezar@somontano.org

Interesting site:

www.somontano.org



Collegiate Church of Santa María (12th-17th centuries)

Located at the highest point of the town and protected by the castle walls, the Collegiate Church of Santa María is a 

must for visitors.

Its origins date back to the end of the 11th century. Only the entrance atrium remains from that time, where there are 

four arcades decorated with roughly carved capitals representing scenes from the Book of Genesis.

The enchanting trapezium-shaped cloister was built in the 14th century, incorporating the Romanesque atrium. It was 

decorated with beautiful mural paintings a century later.

A new church was built between 1525 and 1532 to replace the earlier Romanesque edifice, with influence from the 

Gothic and Renaissance styles. One feature of note in this newer building is the doorway that leads to the cloister. Others 

are the spectacular 16th-century altarpiece in painted and gilded wood, the statue of Christ of the Four Nails in the Leci-

na Chapel dating from the 12th and 13th centuries and the organ case made out of uncoloured white wood.

The upper level of the cloister contains a museum of religious art with interesting works on display.

Visiting hours:

Every day – 11am to 1.30pm and 4.30pm to 6pm (open to 7.30pm in summer). 

More information:

www.alquezar.org / mail: otalquezar@somontano.org

Interesting site:

www.somontano.org

Buera

Santa María de Dulcis (17th century)

This is a beautiful sanctuary located only two kilometres to the north of the small village of Buera.

According to tradition, it was built on the spot where the Virgin Mary appeared over a honeycomb in the 13th century. 

There was known to be a small Romanesque church dating from that time, but it was replaced by the present church in 

the mid 17th century.

The church has a single nave with a barrel vault and lunettes, two side chapels instead of a crossing and a chancel ending 

in a straight apse covered by a beautiful dome with a lantern. The extreme simplicity of the exterior offers no clues to 

the exuberant decoration of the interior, where extraordinary plasterwork can be seen. The rich plaster embellishments 

show two clear influences: the Mudéjar style, found in the vault of the nave, in the chapels on the south side and in some 

features of the dome over the chancel; and the Baroque style, with a somewhat more classical and Western feel, which 

we see in the north side chapel and in other parts of the chancel. 

Interesting site:

www.turismosomontano.es

Colungo

A wander through the historic village of Colungo

This beautiful locality is situated on the side of the Fornocal Ravine, and the village, listed on the Spanish register of 

cultural heritage sites, forms a cluster around the late Gothic style Church of Nuestra Señora del Pilar. The church has a 

single nave with two side chapels, a polygonal apse and fan vaulting over the entire space. Features include the beautiful 

door that leads to the sacristy and the large number of mason’s marks on the ashlar blocks of the façade.

A small maze of streets reveals beautiful scenes with stately houses. Among these are the 16th-century Casa Broto and 

the Notary’s House, and the 18th century Casa Avellanas.



Another of the sights of the village is the olive tree known as the Olivera. According to tradition, it was planted at the 

time when these lands were under Moorish domination. While it is no taller than others of its species, its trunk is ama-

zingly thick, needing five men with outstretched arms to encircle it.

Colungo is home to the Rock Art Interpretive Centre, an ideal place to begin a fascinating journey through prehistoric 

times in the Upper Aragon region. A few kilometres away in the direction of Asque, the Devil’s Bridge is well worth visi-

ting. It is a spectacular structure in an astonishing location, spanning the deep gorge that separates Colungo from Asque.

More information:

Rock Art Interpretive Centre

Interesting site:

www.colungo.es

www.somontano.org

Olvena and its gorge

Olvena climbs the walls of the gorge that bears the same name. This is the reason for the steep narrow streets lined 

by houses that retain the rustic feel typical of the area. Special mention should be made of the Romanesque Chapel of 

Santo Cristo, dating from the 12th century. It served as the parish church for the village until the newer Church of La 

Purificación de Nuestra Señora was built during the late 16th and early 17th centuries.

The area surrounding Olvena is of particular interest. Leading off the N-123 road are two magnificent bridges spanning 

the River Ésera to join both sides of the Olvena Gorge. They are called the Devil’s Bridge and the Sierra Bridge. Owing to 

its appearance and its proximity to the important ruins of the Roman settlement of Labilitosa, the former is highly likely 

to date back to the first centuries of the common era. It has a large central arch and two smaller ones on either side. The 

latter dates from the 13th and 14th centuries, although some historians also consider it to be of Roman origin. At more 

than 30 metres above the water, it offers a dizzying view of the Olvena Gorge.

Interesting site:

www.somontano.org


